CONCLUSION
We have now concluded our labours* it lias been an extremely Interesting and educative task and we wish to thank Government for the opportunity they have given us of participating in It, It now remains for Government to come to a decision on our recommendations. We trust that they will not share the fate of those of most Committees and be noted on for months in the Secretariat and attached and district offices. In view of their importance from the financial and reorganization aspects* we would urge that special procedure be adopted to speed up disposal. Copies of the Report having gone to all Hoii'ble Members and Secretaries, the Chief Minister would perhaps consider settling the particular points in regard to each department by oral discussion. A week's time should be ample for study and another week for disposal, so that, before the end of the month orders on all the points could Issue and the State get the benefit of the saving and reorganisation suggested without delay.
Finally, it is our pleasant task to thank the many witnesses of all grades and status in life who have assisted us by sparing their valuable time to place at our disposal their experience and advice. For our Secretary, Mr. Ramchander Rao, we have nothing but praise. His intimate acquaintance with various departments and officers has enabled him to obtain information for us at short notice. Our Assistant Secretary, Mr. Kaatha Rao's sound knowledge of the rules, pay scales and service procedure has been of great help to us and his Industry and cheerfulness have been valuable assets In a strenuous task. We thank also the staff that worked for the Committee and in this connection would particularly mention Mr. Kishenchand, Personal Assistant to the Chairman, whose untiring energy and readiness to 'Work at all hours has been no small factor in enabling us to complete our Report so quickly. Our Chief Reporter,
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